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Computations with low resolution reconstructions may 
be corrupted by the input file resolution.

● Fluxgrid currently maps ψ from 
the reconstructed grid onto the 
NIMROD grid.

● Low resolution reconstructions 
can lead to small scale artifacts in 
the equilibrium.
– In particular, the extended-MHD 

operators, many of which involve 
high-order derivatives, seem to be 
sensitive to these artifacts.

● Figure: Toroidal current mapped 
to a 72x512pd4 NIMROD grid 
from a 128x128 reconstructed 
EFIT grid where FE calculations 
are used to compute J from ψ.



An new utility, FGNIMEQ, allows one to re-solve the 
Grad Shafranov equation to obtain high quality fields. 

FLUXGRID current
(FE calculation)

FGNIMEQ current



FGNIMEQ couples FLUXGRID and NIMEQ  to re-
solve for open- or closed-flux equilibria.

polar_fluxgrid_init (nimset/fluxgrid routines)

└ generates the initial mesh/fields.

DO: grid loop

gssolve (nimeq routine)

└ callback to fgnimeq to find separatrix.

└ callback to fgnimeq for F and pres_eq evals.

polar_fluxgrid_init (nimset/fluxgrid routines)

└ regenerates the mesh with GS solution.

└ uses a callback to fgnimeq for field evals.

└ does not re-read the reconstruction files.

Check mesh convergence

ENDDO

set_aux (sets n, pe, v and diff)

calc_perturbations (nimset routine)
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On NIMEQ see:

 [Howell and Sovinec, 
CPC 185, 1415 (2014)]



FGNIMEQ produces both new and recognizable 
output.

● New FGNIMEQ output: 
– fgnimeq.bin : iteration history file of locations, psio/x, current, flux, 

internal energy, delstar and residual
– fgnimeq.out : output text file

● Output from FLUXGRID/NIMSET:
– psi_in.bin, gs2d.bin, fluxgrid.bin, fgprofs.bin, eq_input.bin : 

FLUXGRID information from the initial reconstruction
– 2d.bin, grid.bin, pack.bin : FLUXGRID grid information from the 

last grid generation
– xy_slice.bin (nprocs=1 only)

● Output from NIMEQ:
– grad.bin : contours of fields and GS residual; now contains 'time 

slices' for initial fields and fields at the end of each NIMEQ run.



Some practical details of FGNIMEQ

● FGNIMEQ can be run in parallel.
– Given the large resolution of some cases, this design avoids memory 

and compute time limitations.
– Not all perturbation types work in parallel: wave perturbations work; 

reset (use nimset after an fgnimeq run with wave perts), eig-*, and 
kinetic perturbations are serial only for now.

● FGNIMEQ works with both FLUXGRID direct and inverse 
equilibria and supports the easier case of a close-fitting wall (no 
vacuum region).

● FGNIMEQ requires three input files: nimrod.in, fluxgrid.in and 
nimeq.in (nimeq.in contains six additional input parameters for 
fgnimeq).

● Be prepared to spend some time to get your case running with 
FGNIMEQ, there are many potential hiccups (next three slides).



An Nprocs-section search via a field-line tracing method 
is used to find a field line close to the separatrix.

● A consistent separatrix location 
between NIMEQ solves is 
required for convergence.

● A refine operation between 
lsode integration steps ensures 
high accuracy, but can be 
problematic near x-points where 
the refine operation can find a 
solution for a closed-field line in 
the open-field line private-flux 
region.

● If this is a problem, try 
increasing the mesh resolution.
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The inverse problem is challenging near the 
boundary. 

● Map_mod is a collection of routines that solve the inverse 
problem of RZ → xy (physical to logical coordinates). 
– It uses Newton iteration to find xy within some tolerance.
– This can be problematic near boundaries.

● FGNIMEQ uses map_mod for the separatrix finding routines 
and to evaluate fields for FLUXGRID regrid computations.

● As long as the separatrix is sufficiently far from the boundary, 
the separatrix routines are relatively robust.

● However, during FLUXGRID re-grid computations the lack of a 
solution for the inverse problem can be catastrophic.
– My initial experience is that this is particularly problematic at low 

resolution.
– The FLUXGRID psi value is used if map_mod fails to find RZ at a 

given point. 



Another potential source of problems is when one of 
the many Newton iteration routine does not converge.

● If the error message contains 
map_mod::refine_rt (the map_mod spline guess 
map setup failed), try:
– changing mm_mdmap (from a base value of 16)
– setting mm_imap_use_int=F (for packed grids)
– modifying mm_mext (and mm_mint for annulus grids)

● If the trace_psi_contour fails consider reducing 
the grid recomputes (reduce fgnimeq_maxits) or 
increasing the grid resolution.



There are tools to deal with reconstructions with 
discontinuous current profiles across the separatrix.

● The pressure is assumed to be constant outside the 
separatrix. 

● Often the plasma pressure profile leads to a 
discontinuous pressure derivative at the separatrix.

● Bump function extrapolation can be used to enforce 
continuity of the derivatives, and a self consistent 
solution can now be generated with fgnimeq.

current

pressure

0

separatrix ψ



When smoothing the profile, care must be taken to 
minimally modify the equilibrium.

without smoothing smoothed profiles

p'=0 at the
separatrix

edge current
profile is 
modified

current is discontinuous 
across the separatrix

psi_smooth=0.975



FGNIMEQ output permits the user to quickly diagnose 
modification of the reconstructed equilibrium.

Grid re-compute
for flux alignment

0.1% change 
in current

Separatrix and 
o-point position
are nearly constant. flux is nearly constant

Final residual is 10-6

as set by an input
tolerance.

Example output for
a re-solve from a
128x128 EFIT 
reconstruction 
(EHO case).

psi_smooth=0.975



Time permitting, example runs.



Summary

● FGNIMEQ is a new utility that re-solves the Grad 
Shafranov equation for high-quality NIMROD fields 
based reconstructed equilibrium.
– It is particularly useful for edge cases and low resolution 

reconstructions.
● Although preliminary results are very promising, 

FGNIMEQ can be challenging to run.
– FGNIMEQ compounds the difficulty of using FLUXGRID 

and NIMEQ with its own separatrix finding routines.
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